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Eric was ten and I was eleven when Dad asked us to take care of his sheep.  We 

were still young enough then to deal with life spontaneously; we saw adventure in basic, human 

struggles:  love, fear, hate, hunger, cold, and heat were all strangely exciting.  Life was а sensory 

experience, filled with wonder and awe.  We thought little and felt everything.  Even now it is 

hard to distance myself, difficult to look judiciously at what was grand and mysterious.  Because 

the grand and mysterious are best handled by prophets or artists, and because I am neither a 

prophet nor an artist, my attempt to bind these experiences with words may seem presumptuous.  

But their authenticity is too great to deny.  It would be hazardous, or at least unwise, for me to 

ignore experiences that continue to shape my values and influence the way I perceive reality. 

Dad entrusted Eric and me with his sheep because he had to.  We had not 

anticipated the responsibility; instead -- as was common for us as boys -- we spent the day 

fishing among beaver dams for native cutthroat and hunting rockchucks.  We had just finished 

milking cows that evening, and were on our way to a field where we planned to teach our horses 

to make sliding-stops.  We did this by galloping across an irrigated pasture and reining our 

horses to an abrupt halt; horses will usually learn to tuck their hind legs and slide when stopping 

on wet grass. 

But Eric and I did not make it to the pasture that evening.  As we were saddling 

our horses Mom and Dad arrived, worried and in a hurry.  They drove our old, dust covered 

pickup directly to the gas pump.  Mom got out first and met us at the barn; she said Smokey 

Zoofelt -- one of our sheepherders -- was very sick and that Dad wanted to talk to us.  We ran to 

the pump where Dad was filling the pick-up with gas.  I looked through the window and saw 

Smokey; he was half lying and half sitting on the pick-up seat.  His eyes were closed, his mouth 

open, and his head was resting against the passenger door.  Dad told us he and Mom had been 

checking the sheepcamps and had found Smokey, lying on the trail, unconscious.  He had had a 

heart attack and was almost dead. 

Smokey was the first almost-dead person I had ever seen.  It was sobering to see 

him lie pale and unconscious on the pickup seat.  His beard was full and grey, and his face above 

the beard was empty, as if the beard had been greedy and used it up.  I thought he looked like a 

mountain man who had come West to trap beaver and lived too long.  Everyone knew he drank 

heavily, but it was still shocking to see Smokey lie helpless and near death.  It made me realize 

anyone could die -- even I. 

This realization resurfaced throughout my youth and had a significant effect on 

me, but at the time I did not take much time to think about death.  While we were filling the 

pickup with gas, Dad asked Eric and me if we could find our way to Eddy Creek and look after 

Smokey’s sheep.  We knew where Eddy Creek was, but had never been to this particular camp.  

Dad told us we would find Smokey’s tepee at the head of Eddy Creek.  He said the sheep should 

be close to the tepee, probably within a mile or two, and probably on the highest peak in the area.  

He told us to get up early every morning, drive the sheep to a place where they could get fresh 

water and grass, and give them а half of а bag of salt every night when we bedded them down.  

Then Dad gave us what Eric and I saw as a great symbol of love and trust:  his 6 ММ 

Remington.  He reminded us about coyotes, told us to be careful, and with a very concerned 

look, began the seventy-mile trip with Smokey to the hospital in Idaho Falls. 
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The thrill of adventure dispersed both reverence and prudence.  As soon as we 

could no longer see the house we yelled like savages, turned our horses from the dirt road, and 

ran through а hayfield, jumping dikes and ditches.  But the trail soon left the valley floor and 

began to climb into the mountains.  It became rocky and steep; we had to stop and rest our 

horses.  As the sun went down we grew anxious, less and less confident in finding the 

sheepcamp.  Heavy clouds moved in, covering the moon, and creating а darkness so dense that 

sparks caused by our horses’ steel shoes on rocks looked like fireworks.  We became sober and 

business-like as darkness smothered our excitement.  The weight of responsibility made us feel 

gratefully and unabashedly dependent on each other. 

Eric, eleven months younger than I, was an important part of almost everything I 

did as а child.  We both had an instinctive passion for exiting, even violent activity.  One of the 

first things I remember is playing “superman” with Eric, and seeing him -- still in diapers -- dive 

head first through a glass door.  He cut his thumb.  I also remember sitting with him in a 

bathtub -- we were living in а Provo apartment at the time while Dad finished his Masters -- and 

both of us being afraid that an enraged woman, whose children we had fought with earlier that 

day, would get past Mom and beat us, while we were naked in the bathtub.  Most of the time we 

were an inseparable pair. 

If you had looked through the clouds and seen us that night, you would have been 

surprised at our confidence in each other.  Eric was bare-headed and had on а pair of pants that 

were too short for his already short legs.  His too-short pants were augmented by a pair of 

too-long chaps, and he wore old work boots; one was bound to his foot with a leather lace that 

skipped half the holes, and the other by a cotton cord.  Mom made sure he had a warm jacket, but 

the sleeves were too long, the zipper was broken, and of course it was dirty.  Telling us apart 

would have been difficult, except that I wore cowboy boots, a hat, and my nose was running. 

Our confidence in each other created some serious illusions about our ability to 

find the sheep.  Since I had been to Eddy Creek more recently than he, Eric was certain I would 

find the camp.  I, on the other hand, was depending on Eric’s sharp eyes to locate the tepee.  Rain 

started falling about the time we arrived at what I thought was Eddy Creek.  Willows in the creek 

bottom slapped us in the dark, soaking us with water they seemed to hoard for no other reason.  

Our horses’ steel shoes made fewer sparks on the wet, slick ground, and we had to ride carefully 

so they would not slip. 

We were riding slowly, with our heads down, trying to keep warm, when we 

found ourselves in the center of а herd of cows.  They were in а grove of quaking aspen, trying to 

stay out of the rain.  As we passed through this grove the entire herd jumped to their feet, 

snorting and milling about.  It startled us to be so surrounded.  The cows were big and strong; 

they seemed angry and some of their eyes shone brightly in the dark.  We felt out of place, like 

strangers who were interrupting а private party and were not welcome.  But as our horses carried 

us out of the trees and back into the open our confidence returned.  We even began to lament the 

fact that Dad had not sent us to herd cows.  We thought it would have been much more fun if we 

had just found а warm, dry cowcamp, and could herd cows instead of sheep. 

But there was no cowcamp, and we had to find the sheep, so we rode on.  The 

trail had disappeared long ago, and we were now following the creek -- as best we could in the 
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dark -- trying to stay away from those wet, vindictive willows.  The rain eased but a north wind 

started to blow; we were getting cold and tired.  Eric began to openly doubt whether we were 

following the right creek, and I too became skeptical.  Tying my reins in a knot, I sat back in the 

saddle and slid my hands under the saddle blanket to warm them.  With warm hands it was easier 

to think.  “Eric,” I said, “Why don’t we pray?” He agreed, so we climbed stiffly from our 

saddles, knelt in the wet grass, and holding our reins, with the horses’ hot breath spilling down 

the back of our necks, we prayed.  We prayed for Mom, Dad, Smokey, and Grandpa Neilson, but 

mostly we prayed for help in finding the tepee and getting warm. 

At ages ten and eleven we had had little experience with cynicism, and even less 

with the indignant contempt in which many “thoughtful” people hold prayer and acts of God.  

Praying had always seemed natural to Eric and me.  Our ignorance of social stereotypes -- 

particularly those into which boisterous farmboys are supposed to fit -- prevented us from 

knowing that by kneeling together in prayer we were ruining -- for many audiences -- а story that 

might otherwise have been acceptable. 

The harsh realities of nature humbled us and, combined with praying, gave us 

hope and a sense of perspective.  The clouds thinned and the moon shone through.  Feeling 

united again and determined to find the tepee, we worked our way through the sagebrush, 

leaving the creek-bed in favor of high ridges which gave us а better view. 

We sighted the tepee about midnight.  It stood at the head of a small, nameless 

stream that flowed into Eddy Creek.  For а while we fumbled around in the moonlight, trying to 

find some oats for our horses but found none.  Finally we unsaddled the horses and tied them to 

aspen trees.  Pulling Dad’s 6 MM from the pile of wet saddles, we scrambled, wet and tired, into 

the tepee.  The tepee was not very big; it was made of canvas and was very dark inside.  We felt 

around until we located a sleeping bag; both of us crawled into it, wet clothes, boots, and all.  

Eric rolled a knot of my hair around his finger, and we fell asleep. 

Morning made Eddy Creek look like a different world.  Fresh sun on wet 

sagebrush filled the air with a rich, earthy pungence.  Daylight danced among rocky cliffs, 

played on the tops of fir trees, and glittered across the aspen leaves.  It shone on Eric and me, 

bathing us in warmth and revealing а sack of oats under an old canvas tarp.  We picked our 

saddles off the ground, where we had left them the night before, fed our horses some oats, 

hobbled them, and let them graze while we breakfasted on Smokey’s canned Vienna Sausages 

and grape fruit sections. 

After breakfast we tried to find the sheep, but that proved more difficult than we 

expected.  Dad had told us they would probably all be together on top of a hill.  [Sheep 

instinctively seek high ground for protection from predators.] With Dad’s suggestion in mind we 

spent hours riding up one hill and down another, scanning the peaks, and becoming increasingly 

skeptical over whether or not we could handle this responsibility.   

The thrill and gratitude we felt at finding those sheep is almost embarrassing to 

remember.  All three thousand were perched nervously on a high, rocky knoll, several miles 

north of the tepee.  We were so glad to find them that the area they had trammeled to dust and 
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covered with sheep smells made us yell in spontaneous delight.  We drove the herd to а branch 

of Eddy Creek where they found water and spread out over a green hillside to feed. 

Helping so many animals find food and water was gratifying; we felt happy and -- 

in a new and meaningful way -- important.  The old ewes would drink their fill of water and then 

feed in earnest, moving systematical from one patch of grass to another.  But the lambs were 

more entertaining; they nibbled a flower here and a blade of grass there.  They climbed rocks and 

fought mock battles, running races through the sagebrush like so many children in a playground.  

Occasionally one would leap onto its mother’s back and gaze about, like а proud performer on a 

stage.  That night we bedded the sheep down by pouring twenty five pounds of rocksalt around 

the top of a hill; they ate the salt and went to sleep in a tight bunch. 

А routine soon developed around our care for the sheep.  We would get up early 

and drive them from their bedding ground to water and fresh feed.  Then we would eat 

breakfast -- which could last until noon -- cooking pancakes, hash-browns, and bacon over a fire 

of dead sagebrush; we enjoyed the smell of burning sagebrush.  Often we made more 

hot-chocolate than we could drink and ended up giving the last cup or so to our dog.  After 

breakfast we would ride back and check on the sheep, usually stopping to roll rocks from a cliff.  

Eric and I were rarely able to pass up an opportunity to roll rocks; why we felt such а 

compulsion for rock-rolling I do not know, but the noise, dust and violence were hard to resist.  

We also spent hours stalking deer and antelope.  The thrill of seeing how close we could get to 

them, and their beauty, speed, and grace were enthralling.  At dusk our playing stopped.  We had 

to pour salt for the sheep.  To do this both of us would get on the same horse; the kid on back 

would hold the sack and pour salt on the ground while the one in front rode the horse around the 

top of a hill.  Then we would ride back, get the other horse, and together, drive the sheep to the 

hill-top where we had poured their salt.  They would eat it and bed down for the night. 

Night always brought coyotes:  а sheepherder’s biggest challenge.  They 

dominated the night, howling, yapping and occasionally fighting among themselves.  Our third 

night out they killed five sheep, two ewes and three lambs.  Both the ewes had their udders eaten 

away, one of the lambs had been disemboweled and his heart and liver eaten; the others were 

simply killed.  We were mad and disappointed in ourselves for not taking better care of Dad’s 

sheep. 

The night after the killings we took our sleeping bag and slept near the sheep, 

where we could watch for coyotes, but did not get much sleep.  А big, bright moon shone with 

enough light to cast shadows, and the coyotes made a terrific racket.  The ground was rocky, a 

cold wind blew, and Eric tried to take more than his share of the sleeping bag.  We kept Dad’s 

rifle handy all night but saw no coyotes.  Morning arrived calm, clean, and cloudless; the sky 

turned from а dark, steel gray to a deep blue.  As we prepared to move them to water, the sheep 

on the opposite side of the herd were suddenly frightened; they ran in different directions, 

bleating feverishly.  Racing our horses around the terrified herd we saw one; I pulled the rifle 

from its scabbard, jumped from my horse and shot at the coyote; it fell and I yelled triumphantly, 

but prematurely.  My yell had just started to echo when the coyote regained his feet and 

disappeared over a ridge. 
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The coyote’s escape was very disappointing, especially for Eric.  Coyotes, 

however, were no longer our only serious concern; we had eaten enough long breakfasts to 

critically deplete our food stores.  Dad had told us about a supply camp not far from the Forest 

Service gate on Erving Creek.  We had never seen this camp, but thought we could find it.  The 

following morning we set out for Erving Creek, intent on filling several salt-sacks with food.  No 

trail led to Erving Creek; we simply wandered from ridge to ridge, avoiding steep, rocky places, 

and working our way Nortth and West toward the base of Red Mountain. 

It took some time to get out of the rocks, but by noon we were riding down а 

grassy hillside that fell away quickly to the bottom of Erving creek.  While descending an 

especially steep part of this hillside, Eric’s little mare -- Princess -- dropped her head for a bite of 

grass.  Eric had put the saddle on as best he could, but like most ten-year-olds he was bad at 

tightening cinches.  As long as Princess held her head high, her neck kept the loose saddle in 

place, but when she dropped her head, going down this sheer slope, both Eric and the saddle slid 

off her back, over her ears, and landed on the ground in front of her.  The saddle caught about 

her feet, but Eric rolled down hill, crashing against a rock.  I was afraid he had been hurt, but he 

stood up and laughed, claiming it had been great fun.  Princess ate her grass as though nothing 

special had happened. 

Dad’s supply camp at the Forest Service gate was a small metal-clad wagon with 

a wood-burning-stove, a bunk, and some storage cabnets; we called it a sheepcamp, and finding 

it was like Christmas.  Not only did we find all the food we could use, we also found a Marlin 

30-30; now Eric had a gun too.  With an extra rifle we thought we could stop the coyotes from 

killing Dad’s sheep.  There was a problem though -- Eric was afraid the 30-30 would kick hard 

enough to hurt him and I was afraid of it as well, but we had to at least try the gun.  Eric loaded it 

and I shot a hole in the Forest Service boundary marker; from then on Eric needed no 

encouragement to use the Marlin.  His confidence grew to exuberance when he made a first-shot 

hit on a small pickle jar we had set in an ant-hill a hundred and fifty yards away.  I had already 

tried the shot and missed. 

Having filled the salt-sacks with food, we strapped “Eric’s” Marlin onto his 

saddle and started back to our sheep.  Climbing out of Erving Creek took hours longer than it 

should have.  We looked for huckle-berries, chased squirrels, laughed at each other’s stories, and 

saw a bobcat.  It was hunting rabbits on the same grassy hillside where Eric had fallen over 

Princess’ head.  When the bobcat saw us it ran into a stand of fir trees, disappearing among the 

dark tree trunks and heavy underbrush.  We also surprised a bear.  He stood on his hind legs, 

smelt the air, and lumbered off, his huge muscles rippling beneath a sleek, black coat.  That night 

we thanked God for every animal we could think of; we thanked him for our family, our horses, 

the water, the trees, and the grass. 

We woke up the next morning stiff and sore.  My horse, Cody, would not let us 

saddle him.  He was probably tired of walking up and down mountains, and was confident that 

he could put an end to the inconvenience.  Saddling Cody was not easy even when he wanted to 

cooperate.  I had to balance the saddle on my head, stand on a five-gallon bucket, and throw the 

saddle with all my strength.  This morning Cody bared his teeth, laid his ears back, and knocked 

me off the bucket.  We tried feeding him oats and saddling him while he was eating, but he 
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would stop eating and knock me off the bucket just the same.  This went on for over an hour, the 

morning got old, the sheep began to scatter, and I could not saddle my horse. 

4-Н and text-book methods were not working; in desperation I told Eric to get the 

shovel and beat Cody if he tried to bite me again.  Eric refused, saying Cody was too expensive a 

horse to beat with a shovel.  He agreed, however, to mount the bucket and let me administer the 

beating if Cody tried to bite him.  When I hit Cody, he almost uprooted the tree to which he was 

tied.  He reared, and fell back, snorting, and rolling his eyes, but further beatings were 

unnecessary.  He stood still, allowing me to climb up on the bucket and saddle him. 

When Dad finally paid us his first visit, we were very glad to see him.  He rode in 

from Erving Creek, leading several packhorses loaded with salt and supplies.  My three-year-old 

brother Lad was sitting on the back of a packhorse, hanging on to the Decker pack-saddle with 

both hands, smiling, and talking excitedly.  As they rode up to our breakfast fire, I felt a love and 

appreciation for my family I had never known so intensely before.  We belonged, we belonged 

together and we belonged here. 

It took Dad three weeks to find а sheepherder.  During that time Eric and I broke 

the bow-saw trying to cut down a huge fir tree; we found arrowheads among circles of rock 

where some of Chief Joseph’s Indians had camped, got lost in the fog, and were alternately sun 

burnt and frozen.  We hunted coyotes every day, and raced our horses bareback through Eddy 

Creek.  If we felt dirty, we washed with a pan of water and some dish-soap; if we were hungry, 

we ate; if we were tired, we slept.  When we felt happy and strong, we wrestled or rolled rocks; 

and if we were sad we were quiet.  At night we prayed.  When Dad found another herder to take 

Smokey’s place, we were almost disappointed.  We missed our Mom and the home she kept, but 

the mountains too seemed like home; we belonged there like the deer, bear, and bobcats. 

Just why this sheepherding experience had such а profound affect on me I cannot 

say.  I only know that our faith in God, the realities of nature, the trust of our Mother and Father, 

our companionship as brothers, and the beauty of the animals imprinted themselves on my mind 

as good.  They are impressions of life, strength, and hope; they are experiences worth sharing. 

Nature is а harsh and beautiful friend.  She can touch the soul of a boy and give 

his character a virile, independent dimension institutions tend to suppress.  When а young 

person’s life is dominated by programs, schools, and cities it is easy for him to miss the awe, 

wonder, and power associated with life, nature, and God.  Civilization’s manacles help bind 

savage passion in some boys -- like those in William Golding’s Lord of The Flies who worship a 

pig’s head and try to destroy each other -- but these manacles can also dull the passion of another 

kind of boy, who thrills with a love of life, and instinctively, enthusiastically worships the God 

of life. 

On looking back it seems that God took us when we were still tender enough to 

feel, and said: 

Look at the beauty of these mountains; it is good.  Look at the grace and speed of 

these animals; they are good.  Feel the love of your brother; it is good.  Observe 

the trust of your parents; that is also good.  Now my little sons, remember and 

enjoy that which is good.  Never forget that there is more to life than you can see; 

don’t be deceived by а handful of dust. 


